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Being able to maintain and repair your fencing equipment is essential if you want to get 

maximum enjoyment from the sport. The armoury section has a wealth of information and handy 

tips. Each section has detail descriptions of the parts and the workings of the main elements in 

fencing. The link below will open a new browser window and allows you to look at products in 

our site and view the armoury information relating to the product at the same time. 



Tools 
 
There is little point in attempting to repair your weapon without at least the items listed as essential below. Some of 
these are common things that most households should have, however other items (test box, test weight etc..) are 
fencing specific and can be purchased from venders. Leon Paul now carry a repair kit reference TW12 which 
contains all the items you need to get you started. 

 

Essential 

• 1) Point screw driver (LP ref. TS2) 

• 4) Normal flat head screw driver 

(Visit a DIY store) 

• 5) Electrical insulation tape (LP ref. 

TT4) 

• 6) Cotton Buds(see your local 

Chemist!) 

• 9) Foil bodycord (LP ref. F40) 

• 12) Blade cloth tape (LP ref. TT2) 

• 13) Test box (LP ref. TT6) 

• 14) Test weight of 500 grams (LP 

ref. TT4) 

• Allen Key (6mm) 

Recommended 

• 2) Craft knife (Visit a DIY store) 

• 3) Small Magnet and tin (LP ref 

TB2) 

• 7) Lighter or matches 

• 10) Thin super-glue or blade glue 

(LP refTG2) 

• 11) Point setting tool (LP ref TA2) 

• 15) Vice (Visit a DIY store) 

• 16) A small vice (Visit a DIY store) 

• Broken Hacksaw Blade (Visit a 

DIY store) 

• String or chain for blade tensioning 

when rewiring (Visit a DIY store) 

• Electrical Contact Cleaner (LP ref. 

TC2) 

Useful 

• 8) Reamer for straightening non LP 

points (Visit a DIY store) 

• An Ohmmeter (Visit a DIY store) 

• Hot-air paint stripper (Visit a DIY 

store) 

 

 



Foil 

Synopsis 

Foil overview 

Both men and women compete in foil, in separate events. The weapon used is a maximum of 500 grams, with a 
maximum length of 110cm. A micro-switch in the tip needs at least 500 grams of pressure to activate the registering 
apparatus. The valid target area is the torso only, excluding arms, legs and head. The valid target area on the fencer 
is covered by a metallic jacket (lame), which causes a coloured lamp to light when the target area is hit by the 
opponent's weapon. A hit on the non-valid area (not covered by the metallic jacket) causes a white lamp to light. 
Epee evolved from the sword, favored by duelists of the time. Training for sword fighting (for dueling or combat 
purposes) concentrated on thrusts to the torso, where hits would have the most lethal effect. 

How a hit is made 

The Foil circuit is normally ON, however the circuits have three possible states used by the apparatus to determine 
the scoring. 

1. In the normal state the the blue (centre pin) and green (near pin) wires in the diagram on the right are 
connected in a single circuit through the apparatus. This state produces no light and would be the state of 
the circuit as the fencers come on guard. 

2. When the point is depressed by any surface except the opponents lame, guard or a connected metallic 
floor (piste) the circuit is broken and the "off-target" light comes on. 

3. When the point is depressed at the same time as the point is in contact with the opponents lame the 
original circuit is broken and a new circuit is made. This circuit is between the blue part of the diagram on 
the right and the red part of the opponents circuit. This new circuit causes a "hit" light to come on. 

As well as being electrical, the system also has a mechanical component. That is, moving parts and electronics 
working in conjunction cause the lights to come on. 

This means that both mecanical and electrical faults can cause the system to function incorrectly. 

 

Parts 

Most designs for foil points contain the same basic elements shown in the model on the 

below.  

These parts are: 

• The Point Tip which moves within the barrel 

• The point insulator or sleeve which is sometimes built into the tip 

• The barrel/base which screws onto the blade 



• A contact within the barrel/base which is attached to the wire running down the blade. This must be insulated from 

the barrel/base 

• Grub screws which hold the point within the barrel/base 

• A spring to provide the required 500g resistance 

 

Each manufacturer has their own design of tip which has its own relative strengths and 

weaknesses. The three main types of points are most commonly refered to as British, French 

and German, the diagrams on the below show the three designs of point. The British point 

has the thickest barrel wall and so does not need a tool to straighten deformed barrels. 



 
Foil handle parts 

 

  

Assembly 

Wether you have purchased a weapon as parts or you are changing a broken blade all fencers should know how to 
mount a weapon. For a list of the components of a foil click on Parts in the menu on the left. 

General Information: 

When ordering a new blade you will need to specify whether it is to have a crosse tang or a french tang. The tang is 
the part of the blade that runs inside the handle and is usually either threaded or slotted. Mounting a weapon is far 
easier if you have access to a vice but can be done without one. Tou will need a point screwdriver if you are using a 



bayonet style inside guard socket and a normal screwdriver if the socket is two pin. A round file is also very usefull 
and you will also need a suitable allan key if you are fitting a pistol grip. 

If the blade has been rewired you will need to replace the plastic insulation. This is a 1mm diameter plastic tube that 
slides on over the wire all the way to where it is glued to the tang. You should ensure that you have enough spare 
wire to cope with any mistakes, 10 cm should be sufficient. The first thing you need to do is bend the tang so that 
when you come on guard the point of the blade is aimed more centrally at your opponent. This bend is called a "set" 
and most companies ship blades with no set on them. To do this you need to place the tang in the vice as shown 
above and then pull gently but firmly on the forte of the blade (the forte is the thick part of the blade just in front of the 
tang. 

  

  

If the blade has been manufactured properly the tang will have been heat treated so that it bends relatively easily. A 
set is put on a blade before mounting. This set is to bring the tip of the blade to point more centrally towards the 
target when you are standing on guard. The set shown here is about average (between 7 and 9 degrees) Set is down 
to personal preference and varies greatly between individuals. A heavy set is bent more and a light set is straighter, 
in general foilist that preferring flick hits usually have a heavy set. After setting the blade, lock it in a vice with the tang 
vertical with the blade groove facing towards you. Slide on the guard making sure the blade wire runs inside the 
indent (as shown by the arrow). Then slide on the inside-guard socket making sure the red blade wire is inside the 
guard socket's pentagonal hole (otherwise the wire would be trapped between the guard and the socket, and split). 
Then push the wire flat against the guard so it runs directly away from the blade. Install the pad with the red blade 
wire running between the inside-guard socket and pad. Now slide on the handle. 

  

IMPORTANT!! THE SLOT AT THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE 2 PICTURES ABOVE IS WHERE THE RED BLADE 
WIRE MUST GO; OTHERWISE THE WIRE WOULD BE TRAPPED BETWEEN THE GUARD AND THE HANDLE 
AND WOULD BREAK. FOR FRENCH GRIPS A SLOT MUST BE MADE BY USING A FILE. 

After place the nut on the tang, tighten it with an Allen key. For French grips, slide on the handle, then place the brass 
inset on the tang, and then tighten the pommel by hand. Bend the foil pad out of the way so the wire and inside-guard 
socket screw can be seen. Using the round file, gently remove the white cotton that insulates the wire on the end of 



the red blade wire. Wrap the exposed copper wire underneath the screw, between the plate and small washer, then 
tighten the small screw. Remove the excess copper wire and tuck the red blade wire under the guard pad. In the 
image, the wire comes from the inside-guard socket and goes towards the outside of the guard and then down and 
underneath the pad back to the blade. Push the pad back into place and check the tightness of all the nuts, and 
check for the presence of 15 cm of insulating tip tape. 

Repair and rewire 

Blade re-wire 

Place the weapon upside-down in a vice, undo the hex nut and 

remove the handle, pad, guard socket and guard from the tang. 

 

Rotate the blade 90 degrees in the vice and peel off the protecting 

tape around the tip. 

Dissassemble the point by removing the tip, grub screws, tension 

spring and point top. 

Put them on a small magnet, so that they don't fall on the floor. 

 

If you have a hot-air paint stripper, this part is easy. Grasp the end of 

the wire in a pair of pliers and heating the blade gently, pull the wire 

out of the groove of the blade. 

Remove any remaining wire and glue from the blade with the help of 

a craft knife or some similar sharp instrument.(If a hot-air 

paintstripper is not handy, then you will have to use a broken 

hacksaw blade or a craft knife). 

You should then have a clean, rough surface along the whole length 

of the blade, ready for glueing. 
 



Wrap masking tape around the blade tang (approximately 3" from the 

shoulder) to prevent damage to the insulation when tying off the wire 

during glueing. 

 

Examine the base of the foil point and check that all of the plastic 

insulator is out. If not, it should be possible to push the nylon cup out 

from the base using a paperclip or small screwdriver. 

 

Rotate the blade 90 degrees in the vice, with about 4cms showing 

above the jaws. Apply a locking resin (such as locnut, but not 

superglue!) to the thread to avoid the barrel loosening with use. 

Thread the blade wire into the barrel base, but do no insert the 

plastic cup into the foil barrel. Using pliers or an adjustable spanner. 

tighten the base onto the foil blade. 
 

Pull the wire down gently towards the tang, making sure it is parallel 

to both sides of the barrel base to prevent the insulation being 

damaged as it passes through the narrow hole. When the wire has 

fully passed through and the nylon cup is against the top of the barrel 

base, hold the blade in a vice and push the cup firmly down into the 

bottom of the barrel base using a point setting applicator or 

screwdriver. When pushing the cup into the barrel base pull the wire 

gently to prevent the wire becoming trapped in the point.  



Pull the wire straight down the groove and wrap around the tape 

covering the tang several times, passing the last turn under the tape 

so that the wire is kept taut in the groove ready for glueing. 

 

Re-assemble the point. The weapon should now be checked for 

continuity and short circuits before contnuing by using an ohmmeter 

or test box. 

Glue the wire into the groove by the shoulder using a small amount of 

THIN super glue and allow to dry. 

 

Undo the wire from the tang (the dab of super-glue will keep it in 

place), and using string or chain, bend the blade like a bow, this will 

ensure that the wire stays in the groove and that it will not break as 

easily on the first extreme lunge. 

Keeping the point uppermost, drip several drops of the super glue 

into the groove, taking care to completely cover the wire. 

Do not allow the glue to overflow beyond the wire onto the threaded 

tang.  

Allow 20 minutes or so for the glue to set completely, keeping the 

blade point uppermost to prevent the glue from sticking the point 

together. When completely dry release the string and remove tape 

from tang and test electrically once more. 

Foil blades should then be taped for 15 cm from the tip with 

insulating tapes. 

 

Invert the blade in a vice with the tang vertical with the blade groove facing towards you. Thread a piece of wire 
insulator onto the foil wire, ensuring that you have sufficient margin for errors(about 10cm should do). 

Now thread the guard onto the tang, making sure the blade wire runs inside the indent. Then slide on the inside-
guard socket making sure the insulated blade wire is inside the guard socket's hole (otherwise the wire would be 
trapped between the guard and the socket, and split). Then push the wire flat against the guard so it runs directly 
away from the blade. 
Next replace the foil pad with the insulated blade wire running between the guard socket and pad. Now slide on the 
handle. 



ENSURE THAT THE INSULATED BLADE WIRE PASSES THROUGH THE 

GROOVE IN THE HANDLE; OTHERWISE THE WIRE WOULD BE TRAPPED 

BETWEEN THE GUARD AND THE ALUMINIUM HANDLE AND WOULD 

BREAK. FOR FRENCH GRIPS A SLOT MUST BE MADE BY USING A 

ROUND FILE. 

After place the nut on the tang, tighten it with an Allen key. If the 

handle is loose because the tang is to short, try adding a split pin 

washer. For French grips, slide on the handle, then place the brass 

inset on the tang, and then tighten the pommel by hand. 

Lift the foil pad out of the way so the wire and inside guard socket 

screw can be seen. Using a match or lighter, burn off the white cotton 

and underlying insulation that covers the end of the blade wire. 

Wrap the exposed copper wire underneath the screw, between the 

plate and small washer, then tighten the small screw. Remove the 

excess copper wire and tuck the red blade wire under the guard pad. 

Push the pad back into place and check the tightness of all the nuts, 

and check for the presence of 15 cm of insulating tip tape. 

 

Trouble Shooter 

If you believe that you have a fault with your foil then it is possible that the fault may not lie with the foil itself 
(especially if you maintain your weapon properly). It is a good idea to check that the weapon is faulty when plugged 
into another bodywire, spool and even scoring apparatus. The easiest way to do this is to hand your weapon to your 
opponent or another fencer at your cub and see if the problem persists. If the problem does not occur when the foil is 
plugged into other equipment then see either the apparatus or repair section for details on how you may be able to fix 
thebodywire, apparatus or spool. 

If you have narrowed down the possibilities so you are certain that the problem is with the foil then find the description 
of the fault that is occuring from the list below: 

PROBLEM: Continuous white (off-target) light 

FAULT REPAIR 

Generally a 

broken or 

disconected wire 

Examine the blade for any obvious break in the wire.If there is one, the 

blade will need to be rewired, if not then.......... 

 

Check that the wire has not become disconnected from the inside guard 

socket and re-connect it if it has. If this has not cured the problem...... 

 

Maybe the problem is in the pointy end?  

Remove the tape around the point and place the weapon flat on your work 

surface. Place one finger on the foil tip to prevent its loss (the tip, not your 

finger), remove the grub screws and dis-assemble the point. Cleaning the 

point may fix the problem . If the problem persists..... 

 
On an ohmeter select the lowest resistance scale and connect one probe to 



the end of the foil wire in the guard . Insert the other inside the foil point to 

connect with the brass ferule inside, taking care not to touch the sides of the 

barrel. If the resistance is shown as infinite, there could be a break in the 

wire. If it is just low, clean and re-assemble the point. This may have now 

cured the problem but if not.... 

 

The blade will need to be rewired, you can do it on your on following our 

guides. Alternatively you can send the weapon back to the manufacturer for 

rewire or contact a member of the armourers guild. 

 
PROBLEM Intermittent or recurring white (off-target) light  

FAULT REPAIR 

A break in line 2 of the circut i.e. through the foil wire 

or the central pn of the bodywire. 

Use the same procedure as if for a 

continuous white light 

Intermittent or Recurring white light, on beats, with 

movement or just standing still. 

Use the same procedure as for a 

continuous white light 

PROBLEM General issues with your point 

PROBLEM FAULT REPAIR 

Rusty grub screws 

May cause high resistance  

Intermittent or continuous 

white light 

Discard and replace 

Worn grub screws 

May cause binding 

The point remains 

depressed 

Screws may become stuck 

Replace screws 

Clean the point and barrel 

Ensure point screwdriver is in good condition 

and of the correct size 

Grub screws 

wound in too far 

Cause binding 

No hit light  

Short in weapon 

Remove screws, examine for wear and 

replace if necessary.  

If they will not hold in the tip, check that the 

correct model tip is in the barrel. 

Flattened face on 

the barrel 

Causes point jams 

Mostly happens to German 

points. 

Ream out the barrel to the correct diameter, 

or use a drift to resize it. 

Split barrel 

Dangerous. Mostly 

happens to German 

barrels. 

Discard immediately 

Loose barrel Intermittent white light 
Place a dab of locknut around the outside of 

the barrel base and tighten carefully in a vice 

Soft or short spring 
Fail weight test 

May cause Intermittent 
Stretch or replace the spring 



white light 

Lack of insulation 

on blade 

May cause no hit to 

register 
Re-tape 

The procedures outlined here should alow you to fix most problems with your foil however, if they do not then we are 
unable to help you on line. To fix your weapon you can either contact the manufacturer or the armourers guild. 

  



Epee 
 

Synopsis 

Epee overview 

Epee developed from the dueling swords that developed in the court of Louis XIV of France. In Epee the weapon 
used is a maximum of 770grams, with a maximum length of 110cm. The valid target area is the whole body, head to 
toe, including arms and hands. Any hit upon the earthed piste or on the opponent's grounded weapon will not cause 
the apparatus to register. Epee evolved from the sword, favored by duelists of the time. It follows that, in modern 
fencing, the whole body is valid target area for epee, and that the basic rule of engagement is that the first to hit his or 
her opponent, has scored. Training for sword fighting (for dueling or combat purposes) concentrated on thrusts to the 
torso, where hits would have the most lethal effect. This training led to the development of blunt lightweight weapons, 
protective clothing, and limited "valid" target areas, which are now applicable to foil fencing. 

How a hit is made 

The Epee circuit is normally "open" and is "closed" when the point is depressed, registering the hit. The epee point 
travels in and out against the pressure of the larger weightspring and carries with it a smaller contact spring. When 
the contact spring touches the ends of the two blade wires it closes the circuit. The Regulations for Competitions 
require that the weightspring must be able to support a 750 g weight before a hit is registered and that the contact 
spring must not close the circuit until the last 0.5 mm of its travel. In addition, the total travel of the point must be at 
least 1.5 mm 

1. In the normal state there is no connection through the apparatus. This state produces no light and would 
be the state of the circuit as the fencers come on guard. 

2. When the point is depressed by any surface except the opponents guard or a connected metallic floor 
(piste) the circuit is made and a red or green "hit" light comes on 

3. When the point is depressed at the same time as it is in contact with the opponents guard or piste a new 
circuit is made. This new circuit causes no light to come on 

As well as being electrical, the system also has a mechanical component. That is, moving parts and electronics 
working in conjunction cause the lights to come on. 

The nature of the system means that both mecanical and electrical faults can cause the system to function 
incorrectly. 

 

Parts 

Most designs epee points contain the same basic elements shown in the model on the left. 
These parts are: 



• The Point Tip which moves within the barrel 

• The point insulator or sleeve which is sometimes built into the tip 

• The barrel/base which screws onto the blade 

• Two contacts within the barrel/base which are seperated by a small gap and attached to the two wires running 

down the blade. The two contacts must be electricaly insulated from the barrel/base and each other 

• Grub screws which hold the point within the barrel/base however, some screwless designs exist 

• A spring to provide the required 750g resistance 

• A small contact spring that completes the circuit 

Here is what happens when the tip is depressed : The circuit is normally open between the two brass contacts inside 
the point on the farthest right of the model. When the tip depressesd it travels for a minimum of 1 mm before the 
contact spring touches the two contacts and completes the circuit. If the point is not in contact with an earthed piste or 
the opponents weapon this causes a coloured hit light to come on. 

 

Above : Brtitish and German tips. 

Each manufacturer has their own design of tip which has its own relative strengths and weaknesses. The points are 
often refered to as being from a particular country (French, German, British) however, this is not entirely accurate as 
some countries produce more than one design of tip 



 

The model above shows the different parts that fit together to make an electric epee. 

Assembly 

Mounying an epee from scratch 

 

1  

A set is put in a blade before mounting. A set brings 

the tip of the blade more centrally towards the 

target when you are standing en garde. This is done 

by placing the tang of the blade in a vise and pulling 

gently on the forte of the blade (the thicker end of 

the blade just above the tang). A set should be down 

and to the left or right (left for a right-handed fencer, 

right for a left-handed fencer). The set shown here is 

a standard set of about 7-9 degrees; a heavy set is 

bent more and a light set is less. People favoring flick 

hits usually have a heavy set. 

2 

After setting the blade, lock the blade in a vise with 

the tang vertical. Slide on the guard making sure the 

blade wire runs inside the indent (as shown by the 

arrow). 



  

 

3 

Slide on the inside-guard socket, making sure the red 

blade wires are inside the guard socket's hole 

(otherwise the wires would be trapped between the 

guard and the socket and split). 

 

4 

Then push the wires flat against the guard so they 

run directly away from the blade. 



 

5 

Slide on the pad with the red blade wires still 

running along the guard so they are between the 

inside guard socket and pad. 

 

6 

Install the handle 

IMPORTANT! THE SLOT SHOWN ABOVE BY THE 

ARROW IS WHERE THE RED BLADE WIRES MUST GO; 

OTHERWISE THE WIRE WILL BE TRAPPED BETWEEN 

THE GUARD AND THE ALUMINIUM HANDLE AND 

WILL BREAK. FOR A FRENCH GRIP, A SLOT MUST BE 

MADE BY USING A FILE AS SHOWN ABOVE RIGHT. 



 

7 

After placing the nut on the tang, tighten it using an 

Allen key. For French grips, install the handle, install 

the brass inset, and then tighten the pommel by 

hand. 

 

8 

Using the round file, gently pull away the white 

cotton insulation that surrounds the copper on the 

end of the red blade wires, exposing the copper 

wires themselves. 



 

9 

Wrap each copper wire once around one of the two 

sockets closest to each other, between the washer 

and guard socket itself, with the insulating sleeve 

coming to the socket. Repeat with the other copper 

wire and the other of the close sockets. Tighten the 

sockets using a screw driver. 

 

10 

The wires should come from the inside-guard socket, 

go towards the outside of the guard, and then down 

and underneath to the blade. 

 

11 

Cut off the excess copper wire and tuck the red 

blade wires under the guard socket and pad. 



 

12 

Push the pad back into place and check the tightness 

of all the nuts. 

Maintenance 

Epee tip Maintenance 

All weapons are fully tested before they leave the Leon Paul factory however, the nature of the point means that 
sometimes a weapon that tests perfectly before dispatch can either become faulty in transit or stop working after the 
first few hits. This is because the point contains a contact spring which closes the circuit to register a hit sometimes 
this will test as the correct length on our test rig but after the weapon has been jarred a few times in transit or when 
first used the spring can move. There is no way to test for this without bashing each blade before it leaves us, 
something that would probably not be well recieved by our customers! This failure happens on about 1 in 4-500 
blades and is usually very easy to rectify using a small screwdriver. Maintenance of the travel within your point is 
something that needs to be done as a matter of course every 3 months or so during the normal useand as such all 
long term epeists should be able to help. If a club armourer is available then they will certainly be able to show you 
how to fix the problem. If not then the explaination below will guide you through the simple process. 

If you are unable to find someone to help or to have a go for yourself then please contact us at sales [ AT ] 
leonpaul.com to make arrangements for the return of the weapon. 

Contact spring adjstment 

Most problems with epees occur in the point and the most common problems usually involve one of the two springs. 
Epee points contain two springs which each serve a very different purpose. The first of these is the pressure spring 
which must lift more than 750g for the weapon to be legal. The second is the contact spring which sits inside the 
larger pressure spring and is responsible for completing the circuit that registers a hit. 

f your weapon will not register a hit or fails the travel test then you will need to replace or stretch the contact spring. 
To do this you will need a small flatbladed screwdriver and if available a vice or volunteer pair of hands to hold the 
weapon while you work. Clamp the epee in the vice or have someone hold it so the top stays still and, using a 
magnetized point screwdriver (you can magnetise a screwdriver by rubbing it against a fridge magnet), remove the 
two small tip/grub screws. It is best to keep one finger over the point as you remove the second screw to prevent the 
point from springing off onto the floor. 



 

These are the parts found in an epee point. You can clearly see the difference between the copper coloured pressure 
spring and the small steel coloured contact spring that is attatched to the point. 

If hits do not register hits or register intermitantly: 
The contact spring is too short and it can be stretched. To stretch the spring you should insert your fingernail or a 
small screwdriver near where the spring enters the point and then pull the end of the spring gently to stretch it. You 
will need to stretch the spring approximately 0.5mm to get the correct travel. 

 

In order to stretch the spring evenly you may find it best to rotate the point your nail/screwdriver is inserted into the 
spring at several different locations around the spring and stretch it slightly with your nail at each location. 



If hits do register but the weapon fails the travel test: 
The contact spring is too long and it is best to replace the spring. This problem is much rarer than the spring being 
too short. You can replace the spring by twisting the itanti clockwise to unscrew it and replacing it with a new spring 
reference number E23. The weapon can then be tested either with a test box or apparatus to ensure that the new 
spring is the correct length. 

If the weapon fails the weight test: 
The large copper colourd spring is old and needs to be replaced this can be swapped for a new spring reference E18. 
Once re assempled the weapon should be checked with a weight top ensure that it will lift 750g. 

 

Point adjustment and cleaning 

Most problems with epees can be fixed in the point.Plug the epee into your test box using the bodywire/cord. No light 
should show. 
When the tip is depressed, the red light should light. In the illustration, the epee is locked in the vice and the tip 
depressed by my foot. 

 



 

1 

Place a 750 gram test weight gently on the tip of the 

epee; the light should remain off. The tip has to have 

more than a 750 gram weight resistance to be legal 

 

2 

Next, place your finger gently on the test weight and 

increase the pressure applied. This should make the 

tester's red light turn on. 



 

3 

To test the travel of an epee use the 0.50 mm feeler 

gauge. "Travel" is how far the tip has to move before 

a hit is registered. When the 0.50 mm front gauge is 

placed between the barrel and the tip and the tip 

depressed until there is no space between the tip 

gauge and barrel, no light should show on the tester. 

 

4 

If any of these tests do not work, follow these 

instructions: 

 

5 

Clamp the epee in the vise so the top stays still and, 

using a magnetized point screwdriver, remove the 

two small tip/grub screws. 



 

7 

The tip has a small contact spring which is what 

closes the circuit and makes a hit register. When this 

contact spring is too long, the epee will fail the 0.50 

mm feeler gauge test. When the spring is too short 

the weapon will either not register hits or will 

register intermitantly. If the spring is too short it can 

be either replaced or stretched. To stretch the spring 

you should insert your fingernail or a small 

screwdriver near where the spring enters the point 

and then pull the spring gently to stretch it. In order 

to stretch the spring evenly you may find it best to 

rotate the point at which your nail/screwdriver is 

inserted into the spring. 

If the large spring, which controls the pressure 

needed to score a hit, fails the 750 gram weight test 

ie. the spring no longer lifts a 750g weight then this 

spring is too weak and should be replaced. 

Repair and Rewire 

Clamp the epee securely in the vice, with the handle up and the wires facing 

towards you. Remove the Hex nut and any washers, as well as the handle. 

 

Unscrew the wire holders in the inside guard socket, and remove the Pad and 

IGS. 

 

Remove both the Guard and the two plasic sleeves insulating the wires. 

Retain the sleeves for re-assembley. 

 



Remove both the Guard and the two plasic sleeves insulating the wires. 

Retain the sleeves for re-assembley. 

Rotate the blade in the vice so that the tip can be worked on, and 

dissassemble the point. Place the parts( complete epee tip, weight spring and 

two grub screws)in a dish or on a magnet and remove the epee point 

base.Once this is removed, use a point setting screwdriver and poke out the 

nylon wire cup inside the base. 
 

Rotate the blade in the vice so that the tip can be worked on, and 

dissassemble the point. 

 

Once the point is apart, carefully examine for wear and place to one side. 

Then either insert a suitable tool into both screw holes or use a spanner to 

unscrew the barrel. 

 

Use a small screwdriver or stiff paperclip and push out the plasic contact 

block from the epee point base. 

 

Then rotate the blade in the vice again so that the wires are upermost. 

 

Then using a pair of pliers, remove both the wires. 

 



Once the wire is out, use a broken hacksaw blade or craft knife to clean the 

last of the glue out. This will also score the surface slightly and provide a good 

key for the blade glue. 

 

Carefully unwind the new wire and ensure that it is straight and free of knots. 

Then thread the wire through the barrel, stopping just above so that the wire 

can rotate freely. 

 

Rotate the blade in the vice point uppermost. Drip a small amount of Locknut 

onto the thread (do not use superglue) 

 

Then screw on the barrel, tightening with a small spanner. During this process 

it is essential that you do not trap the wires, so ensure that they are free 

running by moving them up and down whilst 

tightening. 

 

Use an epee point seating tool to correctly press home the plastic cap into the 

point base. If you do not have one, use a small screwdriver, but be aware that 

any uneven pressure on the two contact points may cause you problems with 

the travel spring. 

 

Once this is done re-assemble the point, checking for sighns of wear and tear. 

(see point reassembly) 

 



Turn the blade round in the vice and wrap some tape around the tang as 

shown. This will protect the wire whilst securing the wire to the tang. 

 

Run your fingers down the epee wire, ensuring that there are no kinks and 

run the wires down the bottom of the blade groove,side-by-side and parallel 

to each other along the entire length of the blade. Then double the wire back 

along itself, then around the tang several times to secure 

it.(wrap_wire1180.jpg) 
 

Pre-tension the blade, either with string or using a length of chain. Use an 

epee wire seating tool to ensure that the wire is held in the correct position 

for glueing, and glue the handle end first.(glue_wire1230.jpg) 

 

When this is dry, undo the wire from the tang. This will prevent the wire from 

sticking to the tang if too much glue is run down the blade. Rotate the blade 

in the vice again, and alow several drops of glue to run down the blade. Do 

not use excess glue, and do not start glueing to near the barrel. Capilliary 

pressure will put glue inside the point if you do not leave a gap of 3mm. 

(glue_wire_length1254.jpg) 
 

Once the blade glue has dried, remove the tensioner and place tang upermost 

in the vice. Slide on two plastic insulating sleeves and ensure they rest just on 

the shoulders. It is possible to fix them in place with a drop of glue. (glue 

sleeves.jpg) 
 

Re-assemble the handle. This process is essentialy a reversal of the 

disassembly, however care must be taken to ensure that the wires pass under 

the reccess cut in the handle and guard.(under arch.jpg)If they do not, the 

wires are likely to be pinched, causing problems later.This can be very easily 

examined if you use one of LP's new see through guard pads. 

 

Once the weapon is re-assembled and working, check both travel(link)and 

weight(link) before using. 
 

 



Saber  

Synopsis 

 

Leon Paul Sponsored sabre fencers Mariel Zagunis (Olympic Gold medalist) and Rebecca Ward (World Champion) 

Sabre is a both a cutting and thrusting weapon. The weapon weighs no more than 500 grams, with a maximum 
length of 105 cm. The valid target area is the whole body above the waistline, including arms and mask. In electric 
Sabre, the target area is covered by a metallic jacket, with the electrically conductive mask connected to the jacket. A 
hit on the valid target area causes a colored lamp to light on the registering apparatus. Sabre fencing evolved from 
cavalry swordsmanship where opponents were fighting on horseback. The opponent's body above the saddle was 
most vulnerable, and evolved into the "valid" target area. 

 



Parts 

 

Guard 
Blade 

Handle 
Pommel 

Inside guard socket 

Assembly 

Mounting a sabre from scratch 

A set is put on a blade before mounting. This set 

brings the tip of the blade more centrally towards 

the target when you are standing en garde. This is 

done by placing the tang of the blade in a vise and 

pulling gently on the forte (the thicker end of the 

blade just above the tang) of the blade. A set should 

be down and to the left for a right handed fencer; 

down and to the right for a left handed fencer. The 

set shown here is a standard set of about 7-9 

degrees; a heavy set is bent more, a light set is less. 

 



After setting the blade, lock the blade in a vise with 

the tang vertical. Slide on the guard . 

 

Slide on the inside-guard saber socket. 

 



Install the handle. 

 

Place the rear portion of the guard onto the tang of 

the blade. It is easy to bend the guard so that it sits 

near the tang itself. 

 

Now screw on the pommel and tighten it using the 

vise. 

 



  

 

 

  



Body Cords 

Overview 

 

The Epee bodywire consists of three insulated wires,either joined or twisted together and connected to a plug at both 
ends.The wires must be unaffected by humidity and have a maximum electrical resistance, plug to plug, of 1 ohm. 

At the spool end the three pin male plugs(usually known as the near, centre and far pins) must connect as follows: 

• One pin that's 15mm from the centre connected to the tip (line one), shown as red 

• A center pinconnected to the other wire in the tip (line two),shown as blue 

• A pin 20mm from the center connected to the epees earth circuit and the conductive piste (line three) shown as 

green 

Lines one and two continue from the inside guard socket, up the blade and into the point. Line three connects to the 
guard itself. 



 

Worldwide there are two main types of epee plug, the British type made by Leon Paul and the German type. Both are 
similar but have important differences. 

 

British shown on the left, German on the right 

Leon Paul Plug 

In the LP plug, the center pin is offset by 2mm in order to hold the wire firmly in the socket. 



 

The pins are secured in lightweight flexible plastic and covered in black rubber. They work in all types of epee 
sockets. Because they have a soft rubbber cover, the wire tends to be more flexible just outside the plug where there 
is most wear and therefore break less often. However the three securing screws holding the wires in place can 
sometimes work loose, leading to resistance problems (see maintenance section). 

European Plug 

In the German plugs, the three pins rely on springs to maintain contact. 



 

The wire is of a slightly thicker gauge and the wire insulation is slightly thicker the cord is not see through making it 
imposible to see breaks in the wire. The three wires are soldered and held firmly in a hard plastic casing because of 
this inflexibility the wire has a tendancy to break or wear about 4cms away from the epee plug after considerable use. 
There is no offset in the pins to hold them in place, but instead each pin has a spring which expands in the socket. In 
older well used plugs, these springs become compressed,and may result in a poor connection with the ground lead. 
This is known as "skinny pins". 

Body wires Parts 

leon Paul / British 



 

A: PVC plug cover (Reference C43) 
Flexible PVC cover. These are flexible which prevents the wire from being repeatedly bent at its point of entry to the 
plug and increases its life. 

B: 3-pin plug (Reference C37)  
The 3 pins are slightly offset to provide better contact and increased tension. 

C: Stainless steel piercing screw (Reference C38) 
Replacement screws for clamping the wire into the plug for C37 & F41 

D: Stainless steel pin. 
These have a threaded shaft at the top for the piercing screw and are non replaceable. 

E: Epee bodywire cable (Reference F38)  
Multicore pure copper cable has low resistance and high life span due to its high flexibility. The insulation is clear so 
that when the wire eventually breaks it can be trimmed instead of replaced. 

German / European 



 

A: Three Pole Cable Plug  
These are sold in a male and female pair and house the pins and wire together using three small nuts and bolts. They 
are molded from plastic. 

B: Three Pole Cable Plug 
These are sold in a male and female pair and house the pins and wire together using three small nuts and bolts. They 
are molded from plastic. 

C: Epee bodywire cable 
Sold per meter. This copper wire is insulated with various colored plastic. Some companies have now copied the 
Leon Paul design and are using see-through wire to help in repair and fault finding. 

D: Banana pin  
These are stainless steel or coated copper depending on the molded and sit inside the plastic case. 

E: Connecting Screw With Nut 
These hold the two halves of the casing together. 



Repair and maintenance 

The body wire should always be checked regularly, especially before a competition. Indeed, you should always check 
the body wire first, because the body wire is used to check the rest of the equipment. Carry out a visual inspection on 
each of the three cord wires for any damage or to see if any obvious breaks are present. If you are going to make 
your own or replace the wire on an old bodycord ensure that you purchase the correct wire (Leon Paul use more 
expensive, flexible, see-through wire to make visual diagnoses possible even though non see-through wire is 
cheaper). If you can see a break in the wire near the end plugs you can repair it. 

PLEASE NOTE : If the wire break is in the middle of the body wire, then repair is not possible as the wire will now be 
too short to run down the arm and out the back of the jacket, of course, if you want to save money, just cut off the 
corresponding length from your fencing arm 

If you suspect you have a problem with a body wire, the easiest way to make sure is by connecting the two terminals 
of an ohmmeter to each of the lines in turn, i.e. from one end of the wire to the other. No circuit means the wire is 
faulty in some way, if you have a high resistance (over 1 Ohm), then one or more of the wires is either corroded, 
broken or the screws need tightening. In practice a wire will still "light up" the scoring box when the resistance is high, 
but the wire will be rejected as "failed" in a weapon control. 

 

The most common faults are : 

• Broken wires (usually about 3-4ins from the end) 

• High resistance 

• Broken three pin plugs / 2 pin plugs 

• Loosescrews (British/Leon Paul) 

• "Skinny Pins" (German/Chinese) 

• Mismatch between the jack plug and the IGS or the three pin plug and the spool socket. 

Epee Bodywire Repair Broken Plugs : 



 

Broken plug 

If you are experiencing odd signals on the box(It may be random hit lights or no lights at all, high resistance, or there 
is a tendency for the plug to come out of its socket, then any or all of these problems may be due to a broken 3-pin 
plug. 
It is the offset angle of the pins (see diagram) that grips the plug firmly in the socket and provides electrical 
connectivity to the circuit. 

 



If the plastic block surrounding the pins is broken, then the pins will no longer be held firmly in place. This may result 
in a loose plug, and poor electrical connection. Furthermore, the broken pin, if not fixed, may cause a wire to break or 
detach and intermittently short circuit the plug. 

Repairing a broken three-pin plug 

 

A broken Leon Paul 3 pin plug can be easily checked for in a matter of seconds without any tools, and should be 
done as a matter of course at each use. Simply grip the plug between the index, middle finger and thumb, and gently 
squeeze. If the plug deforms under a little pressure, then further examination is necessary by peeling off the rubber 
cover and exposing the plastic block underneath. 
Should the plug need replacing, spares are easily obtained for minimal cost. Do not be tempted to glue the block, as 
the joint will probably be too weak to work for long. 



 

To replace the plug, disconnect the line three (far pin) and re-connect this to the new plug. Do the same for the other 
pins in turn so that the wires are only disconnected one at a time, and there is less opportunity for switching the 
cables. In this way the wires are always connected properly. 

 



Ensure that the wires are held firmly in the block before replacing the cover. 

Remove the threaded screws before discarding the broken block and use them for spares. Always check the wire is 
working properly t by shorting out the two close pins with a coin or other metallic object. A red light indicates the hit 

side is working properly, a green, it�s not. 

 

Broken wires 

These tend to come in two sorts. Those breaks you can see easily, and surprisingly, those that you can't. Also a very 
good reason to buy the correct body wire cord. 



 

This may seem obvious but in actual fact it's not. Fencers test weapons at the start of a bout and, presuming all is 
well, begin fencing. It is however possible for a wire to be broken, with the two broken ends being held in contact by 
the plastic insulating sleeve surrounding the wire. However, during the bout, one fencer may lunge, strike a perfect 
hit, and yet no hit light comes on. This is because when the body wire comes under tension, the plastic sleeve will 
stretch, and allow the contact to break. 

This would give you the correct test at the start of the bout, since the two broken ends are in contact, but the fencer is 
now less likely to score a hit when lunging. It is more likely that the fencer is unaware of this problem, putting the fault 
down to "new timings" or a "broken spool" or in fact anything other than their own kit. 

Replacing a section of wire near the plugs 

If the damaged section is near the plugs, then it is simple to repair. This method will work on all LP/British type plugs 
and the German/Chinese jack plug. 



 

Pull down the rubber insulating hood on the plug to expose the damaged section of wire and the 3-pin plug. 

 

Separate the wires to below the break by running a screwdriver down the join. 

Partly unscrew the long screws holding the wires in place. It is not necessary to remove them. 



 

Pull the wires through so the break is on the other side of the pin and re-tighten the screws so that the tip pierces the 
rubber insulation. 

 

Cut the wires off next to the plugs using a craft knife or Stanley knife, and replace the cover. 

High resistance 

If you do not have an ohmmeter or an expensive specialist body wire meter that shows the resistance, a careful 
visual inspection can often reveal the fault. Examine the section close to the plugs. Sometimes there may be green or 
black patches on the wire under the insulating sleeve. This is probably corrosion caused by sweaty fencers, and may 
cause either high resistance or a complete break. This section should be replaced if faulty. 



 

If the wire looks clean and in good condition, and no break is visible even under tension the fault probably isn't there, 
and you should check the screws in the plug. 

Loose screws 



 

The connections in LP body wire plugs are achieved by offset steel pins. They each have a hole near the base, 
through which the wire passes, and a threaded hole down the center for a sharp threaded screw to pierce the 
insulation surrounding the wire. This screw must be tightened completely in order to penetrate the wire insulation; 
otherwise the screw can loosen slightly, resulting in high resistance (typically 80 or 90 ohms) and a poor connection. 
To remedy the fault, simply take a screwdriver and tighten the screw. If you have a broken screw, replacement ones 
can be bought for minimal cost. 

Epee Bodywire Repair Miss Match 



 

It is a requirement of the rules that the epee bodywire (fencers end) is locked into place. 
Whilst Leon Paul epee bodywires will work with both types of inside guard sockets, the longer profile of the 
German/Chinese type will only lock, at first glance, with the German/Chinese inside guard socket(see above) If this 
problem is left unchecked, your bodywire may become detached during a bout, resulting in stoppages and possibly 
lost hits. 

However, there is no need to bin you old bodywire in order to accommodate your new sword. The low profile Leon 
Paul inside guard socket was designed to accommodate both types of bodywire. Slide the small rubber ball to the 
side of the shaft with your fingers. 



 

Skinny Pins 



German/Chinese plugs depend on a spring system to hold the plug in connection with the IGS or spool/box. In older 
well used plugs, these springs become compressed, and may result in a poor connection with the ground lead. This 
condition is known as "skinny pins". 

A simple fix is to use the blade of a small screwdriver to lever open the springs so that they are once more in contact 
with the sockets. 

Regrettably in some of the cheeper body wires , the manufacturers have not grasped the purpose of these springs, 
and they are being sold unformed with the springs compressed at the base of the plug. 





 

The foil bodywire is made up of two parrallel wires (lines one and three) connected from a three pin plug on one 
side(the spool end) to either a jackplug (most common type used in the UK )or a two pin plug at the other. A third wire 
connects from the three pin plug to the lame(and from the lame to the mask for sabre) via a crocodile clip. 

 

Line one continues from the inside guard socket, up the blade into the point. Line three is connecterd to the blade 
itself, and line two is connected to the lame. 

The most common faults are a broken wire(usually about 4 -6 ins from the blade, high resistance,loose screws or (on 
european type) "skinny pins" 



Broken Wires 

These tend to come in two sorts. Those breaks you can see easily, and suprisingly, those that you can't. 

This may seem obvious but in actual fact it's not. When fencers test weapons at the start of a bout they do so by 
touching their opponent, a successfull "hit light" indicating that all is well. However, during the bout, one fencer may 
lunge, strike a perfect hit, and yet no hit light comes on. This may be due to a broken bodywire. It is possible for a 
wire to be broken, with the two broken ends being held in contact by the plastic insulating sleeve. This would give you 
the correct test at the start of the bout. Then, when the fencer lunges, the wire is stretched apart and the circuit is 
broken, and now the fencer is unable to score a hit. It is even possible for the fencer to be unaware of this problem, 
putting the fault down to "new timings" or a "broken spool" or in fact anything other than their own kit. 

If you suspect you have a problem with a bodywire the easiest way to make sure is by connecting the two terminals 
of an ohmeter to each of the plugs in turn. No circuit means the wire is faulty in some way. 

If you do not have an ohmeter a carefull visual inspection can often reveal the fault. Examine the section close to the 
plug. If the wire looks clean and in good condition, the fault probably isn't there, and you should check the screws in 
the plug itself. Sometimes there may be green or black patches on the wire under the insulating sleeve. This is 
probably corrosion caused by sweaty fencers, and may cause either high resistance or a complete break. 

  



Spools 
 

Principle types 

The spool is part of the scoring apparatus. There are two, one for each fencer; the left is connected to the red light of 
the box by a ground lead, the right to the green. Invented to tidy up the 20m or so of electric cable that each fencer is 
attached to in order that they may move and attack the whole length of the pist unhindered. There are two principal 
types in use in the U.K. The Allstar-Uhlman manufactured abroad, and the Leon-Paul, made in the England. 

Components 

This is a picture of a fully disassembled Leon Paul spool : 

 

Desctiption Find out more Reference Number 

Spool case (either side) Picture (Reference C66CAS) 

Spool wire carrier half Picture (Reference C66WC) 

Spool commutator Picture (Reference C66CM) 

Spool nozzle Picture (Reference C66NOZ) 

20m cable Picture (Reference C74) 

Spool brush assembly complete Picture (Reference C66CB) 

Spool spindle with dog Picture (Reference C66SPL) 

Spool spindle knurled nut and washer Picture (Reference C66NUK) 

Spool spindle hexagonal nut and washer Picture (Reference C66NUH) 

Spool spring in case complete Picture (Reference C66SPC) 

How a spool works 



Click on the images below to open a flash video. If you do not have flash installed on you browser you can download 
it free here: www.adobe.com/fr/products/flashplayer/. 

Although physically different, both types of spool work essentially in the same way. A 3-ply re-enforced electric cable 
is attached to a rotating drum at one end (see film 1); the other is plugged into the bodywire (see film 2) of a fencer. 
As the fencer advances up the pist, the rotating drum puts tension onto a spring system (see film 3). Electrical 
continuity is maintained through 3 steel contacts (the collimator) that rotate inside of three static spring-loaded brass 
brushes (see film 4). These brushes are connected via the ground lead to the control box (see film 5). When the 
fencer retreats down the pist, the tensioned springs rewind the slack cable back onto the drum. The whole ensemble 
is protected by two molded fiberglass cases. 

THE TENSION STORED IN REEL SPRINGS CAN CAUSE INJURIES WHEN RELEASED. ALSO THE SPRINGS 
ARE LUBRICATED AND MESSY. PLEASE REMEMBER TO WEAR SUITABLE EYE PROTECTION, CLOTHING 
AND GLOVES WHENEVER HANDLING OPEN SPOOL CANISTERS 

Spools are subjected to extremely high levels of wear and tear at all levels, but more especially at competition levels. 
They therefore require a certain amount of regular maintenance to ensure continued problem-free operation. Each 
spool should be given a regular mechanical and electrical check-up twice a year, and especially before its use in a 
competition. A simple sticky label, or piece of tape, can be fixed to the apparatus and serve as a reminder of when it 
was last checked. 

The Leon Paul spool is easily assembled and dissassembled by hand, and parts may be bought and replaced easily, 
but almost all repairs are simple and may save considerable time and money. However some repairs do requre 
certain tools of the sort most DIY'ers have on hand. Read the relavent repair section, then refer back to the tool list. 

Tools 

Gloves, Multi-meter, philips, screwdriver, cross-head screwdriver, pliers, craft knife, wire strippers, gas blow torch, 
3mm drill, work bench, soldering iron, vice, solder and flux. 

Spool Wire 



 

The spool wire consists of a triple core cable, colour coded in white (for the center terminal), brown (for the near side 
terminal), and green (for the furthest terminal). A multi-strand Kevlar reinforcing cable is also wraped around the 
wires. The whole cable is protected by a rubberised coating. 

 


